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Abstract—In this paper we propose a novel and easy to use 3D reconstruction method. With the method, users only need to specify a

small boundary surface patch in a 2D section image, and then an entire continuous implicit boundary surface (CIBS) can be

automatically reconstructed from a 3D image. In the method, a hierarchical tracing strategy is used to grow the known boundary

surface patch gradually in the 3D image. An adaptive detection technique is applied to detect boundary surface patches from different

local regions. The technique is based on both context dependence and adaptive contrast detection as in the human vision system. A

recognition technique is used to distinguish true boundary surface patches from the false ones in different cubes. By integrating these

different approaches, a high-resolution CIBS model can be automatically reconstructed by adaptively expanding the small boundary

surface patch in the 3D image. The effectiveness of our method is demonstrated by its applications to a variety of real 3D images,

where the CIBS with complex shapes/branches and with varying gray values/gradient magnitudes can be well reconstructed. Our

method is easy to use, which provides a valuable tool for 3D image visualization and analysis as needed in many applications.

Index Terms—Continuous implicit boundary surface (CIBS), zero-crossing surfaces, 3D edge detection, 3D reconstruction, surface/model

generation, adaptive contrast detection, surface connectivity, context dependence

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

IN many application areas, users usually explore and
understand a 3D image by browsing a series of 2D sec-

tional images. This way they can easily see the structure of
interest in 2D sectional images and extract qualitative infor-
mation. However, the 3D model of the structure, which is
very important for understanding and quantitative analysis
of the structure [1], [2], cannot be reconstructed. Therefore,
it is necessary to develop 3D model reconstruction techni-
ques suitable for the needs of these users. The techniques
should request little human interventions so users with little
computer skills can easily use it.

Adapting to users’ habit of browsing 3D images, such a
3D model reconstruction technique may be described as fol-
lows: “it can reconstruct automatically the 3D model of a
structure of interest from a 3D image as long as the structure
is seen and specified (or designated) in a certain 2D sec-
tional image”. The 3D model of a structure is a connected

boundary surface in a 3D image. Thus, when users see a
structure of interest in a 2D sectional image, they can easily
specify the structure or its boundary surface by drawing
a specific small closed region (on the 2D image) containing
a salient boundary curve segment of the structure [3], [4].
With this operation, a small piece of boundary surface patch
of the structure is actually determined implicitly in a small
3D image region, and the entire boundary surface is speci-
fied or designated by the surface connectivity. Therefore,
we plan to develop such a 3D model reconstruction tech-
nique that can automatically trace and reconstruct the
entire boundary surface from the 3D image as long as a
small boundary surface patch is known. To our knowledge,
little research exists on such technique, which is the focus of
this paper.

We mainly focus on boundary surfaces where gray
intensities have certain change, instead of blurry or obscure
boundary surfaces. Without loss of generality, we assume
that gray intensities of the 3D image change slightly or
gradually in the structure and background regions. Since a
boundary surface in a 3D image can be regarded as a spe-
cific zero-crossing surface (or patch) of the Laplacian func-
tion of the 3D image [23], [30], it is called a continuous
implicit boundary surface (CIBS) in this paper. When a
structure of interest and its background have varying inten-
sity values, the corresponding boundary surface patches
usually have varying gray values and gradient magnitudes,
and the whole boundary surface cannot be well represented
by any isosurface [28], [29], [30], [31]. Therefore, boundary
surfaces in 3D images are some special continuous implicit
surfaces differing from implicit isosurfaces.

Our proposed method is similar to the archaeological
analysis in the search for the whole CIBS of an object based
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on a known small boundary surface patch. We will extract
the whole CIBS by expanding a small boundary surface
patch in the 3D image gradually and adaptively. To accom-
plish this goal, we need to address the following challenges:
detecting small local regions (especially all cubes) passed
through by the CIBS, distinguishing boundary surface
patches from false ones, and expanding the known bound-
ary surface patch in the 3D image. CIBSes in different
3D images may have different gray values and gradient
magnitudes. Further, a CIBS in a 3D image may have vary-
ing gradient magnitudes and complex shape and branches.
Therefore, our proposed method should be adaptive to
these variations.

Our method makes use of local, regional and global char-
acteristics of boundary surfaces to recognize, trace and
reconstruct a CIBS from a 3D image. An adaptive detection
technique is introduced to detect boundaries, by combining
the context dependence and the adaptive contrast detection
approach motivated by the human vision system. A recog-
nition approach is introduced to distinguish true boundary
surface patches from false ones in different cubes. A hierar-
chical tracing strategy is used to expand the known bound-
ary surface patch gradually in the 3D image. It first detects
small regions that are around the known boundary surface
patch and passed through by the CIBS, and then detects
and traces cubes passed through by the CIBS from each of
them. By integrating these different techniques, a high-reso-
lution polygonal boundary surface model can be recon-
structed automatically from a 3D image based on a known
small boundary surface patch.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews relevant works. Section 3 describes our method for
detecting and reconstructing a CIBS in 3D images. Section 4
presents experimental results of our method in many real
3D images. Section 5 discusses some properties of our
method, and the comparison with other related methods.
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORKS

In the last two decades, various techniques have been
developed to reconstruct 3D models of structures in 3D
images. They mainly include isosurface-extraction [5], [6],
[7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], deformable surface [13], [14],
[15], [16], 3D boundary detection [17], [18], [19], [20], [21],
[22], [23], [24], [25], and surface reconstruction from con-
tours [26], [27].

Isosurface-extraction technique has been studied widely,
since marching-cube algorithm was proposed [5]. Examples
include the algorithm for extracting high-quality or topo-
logically-correct isosurface [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [57],
[58], [59], and GPU-based isosurface techniques [50], [51].
The technique uses only one parameter (i.e., an isovalue)
and can extract a closed isosurface model from 3D images.
Thus, it will be used to reconstruct (or approximate) 3D
models of structures in 3D images whenever possible [34],
[35], [36], [37]. However, the isosurface-extraction tech-
nique has limitations, because boundary surfaces in many
3D images have varying gray levels and cannot be well rep-
resented by any isosurface with a fixed isovalue, as shown
in [28], [29], [30], [31].

Instead of using an isosurface, different isosurface patches
may be used to approximate a boundary surface with vary-
ing gray values [30], [31]. However, it is cumbersome to
determine different isosurface patches in different local
regions. Some approaches such as [52] apply image process-
ing to correct intensity inhomogeneities in 3D images.
However, for those structures of interest in a complex back-
ground or whose branches or sub-structures have varying
gray values (e.g., the nerve cell in a 3D confocal microscopy
image), their boundary surfaces can still not be well repre-
sented by any isosurface.

Various 3D edge detectors have been proposed to detect
discrete digital boundaries (i.e., discrete surfaces formed by
many discrete boundary voxels) from 3D images [17], [18],
[19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25]. They can be divided into
two classes: gradient-based detectors and zero-crossing-
based detectors. The former marks a voxel whose gradient
magnitude is larger than a predefined threshold as the
boundary voxel [17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], while the lat-
ter regards a boundary surface as a zero-crossing surface
patch in a new 3D image transformed from the original [23],
[24], [25]. These two types of detectors usually cannot dis-
tinguish effectively the true boundary voxels from the false
ones. In particular, zero-crossing fragments introduced by
noise, image details and phantom edges are often falsely
detected as boundaries [32], [33]. A high gradient threshold
is usually used to separate the false boundary voxels from
the true ones, but it is difficult to determine [38], [39], [40].
For those boundary surfaces with varying gradient magni-
tudes, they even cannot be well separated from the back-
ground by any threshold. In such cases, a gradient
threshold function or local gradient thresholds is required
[3], but its computation is a hard task.

Deformable surface technique has been developed to
extract a closed boundary surface from a 3D image of poor
quality [13], [14], [15], [16], for example, extracting an
obscure or fuzzy boundary surface from MRI or Ultrasound
images. It starts with an initial surface near a boundary sur-
face, and then adjusts the surface iteratively until a good
approximation to the boundary surface is obtained. In the
technique, an appropriate initial surface is needed to set in
the 3D image, and several appropriate parameters are
needed to control the surface’s evolution. Both operations
are difficult tasks for most users. The technique cannot
work if only a small boundary surface patch is known.

The technique for reconstructing boundary surfaces
from contours can generate a smoothed surface model
from contours [26], [27]. However, it is usually a complex
task to extract closed boundary curves from 2D sectional
images. In addition, the technique has limitations in recon-
structing boundary surfaces with complex branches
because of the branching problem of the contours and the
difficulty in matching correct points on adjacent contours.
The technique cannot work if only a small boundary sur-
face patch is known.

Volume rendering may be used to visualize boundary
surfaces in a 3D image by designing an appropriate transfer
function that usually includes the gradient value as the
parameter [53], [54], [55], [56]. However, it only generates a
2D projection image of a boundary surface instead of an
explicit boundary surface model.
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3 METHOD

A 3D image can be regarded as a discrete sampling of a
three-dimensional function hðx; y; zÞ in a 3D grid [49]. In the
grid, eight adjacent grid points form a cube and all such
cubes constitute the 3D sampling region. A boundary sur-
face in the 3D image is a continuous implicit surface in
the sampling region. For boundary detection, the 3D image
hðx; y; zÞ is usually smoothed by a Gaussian function
Gðx; y; z; sÞ with the scale s to reduce noise and details in
the image [23], [41], [42], [43]. Denote fðx; y; zÞ ¼ hðx; y; zÞ�
Gðx; y; z; sÞ, where � represents the convolution between the
two functions. Let rfðx; y; zÞk k andr2fðx; y; zÞ be the gradi-
ent magnitude and the Laplacian of fðx; y; zÞ [23], respec-
tively. In this paper, unless otherwise specified, “isosurface”
refers to the isosurface in fðx; y; zÞ.

Suppose that F is the CIBS of a structure of interest in
fðx; y; zÞ. Then F is contained in some cubes of the 3D
image—–these cubes are called edge-cubes of F [30]. F
has the following important local characteristics [23],
[30], [43]:

(P1) Each point ðx; y; zÞ 2 F is a zero-crossing point of
r2fðx; y; zÞ, namely, r2fðx; y; zÞ ¼ 0. This means that F is a
zero-crossing surface patch (the surface patch satisfying
r2fðx; y; zÞ ¼ 0).

(P2) Each point inF has a relatively high gradient magni-
tude in its local neighborhood, and each small surface patch
of F can be separated from the background with a certain
local gradient threshold.

In addition to F, there are many other zero-crossing sur-
face patches satisfying (P1) and (P2), such as ones induced
by noise, image details or phantom edges [32], [33], and
boundary surface patches of other uninteresting structures.

In this paper, zero-crossing surface patches satisfying (P1)
and (P2) are classified into four types:

(VB1) F.
(VB2) Surface patches that are neither connected with F,

nor pass through any edge-cubes of F (i.e., far from F).
(VB3) Surface patches or fragments that are not con-

nected with F, but pass through certain edge-cubes of F
(i.e., much close to F).

(VB4) uninteresting surface patches or fragments con-
nected with F.

In general, surface patches belonging to (VB2)-(VB4) can-
not be distinguished correctly from F based merely on the
local characteristics (P1)-(P2). Therefore, we will find proper
rules to distinguish them.

F might be of varying gradient magnitudes, and in such
a case, the surface patches in different local regions need to
be detected adaptively using different local gradient thresh-
olds. For this purpose, the 3D image is divided into a set of
non-overlapping small sub-images with equal volume, and
gradient magnitudes of F should change slightly in each
sub-image. Each sub-image is adjacent to six ones. The sub-
images containing boundary surface patches of F are called
boundary sub-images. A boundary sub-image usually con-
tains many edge-cubes of F.

In this paper, a hierarchical tracing framework is built to
expand a known small surface patch of F in the 3D image.
The pipeline including several steps is put in Appendix, and
the workflow is illustrated in Fig. 1. Fig. 1 shows that, while
new boundary sub-images are traced from the known
boundary surface patch that are closely surrounded, edge-
cubes in each of them will be detected adaptively by
the local gradient threshold and traced by the surface

Fig. 1. The workflow of the hierarchical tracing framework. (a) The tracing of boundary sub-images in the 3D image. (b) The tracing of edge-cubes
and boundary surface patches in each boundary sub-image U.
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connectivity. The boundary surface patches in each new
boundary sub-image are reconstructed by first tracing edge-
cubes and then computing boundary surface patch in them
(Fig. 1b). By repeating the procedure, the known boundary
surface patch of F will be expanded gradually in the 3D
image. Section 3.1 describes how to compute local gradient
thresholds. In Section 3.2, edge-cubes of F are classified into
two classes (V1 and V2) in order to recognize correctly
boundary surface patches in each edge-cube. Section 3.3
shows how boundary surface patches of F are traced and
reconstructed from a boundary sub-image when the local
gradient threshold and seed cubes are known. Section 3.4
describes how the approaches in Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 are
integrated into a hierarchical framework.

3.1 Computation of Local Gradient Thresholds
Adaptively in Different Boundary Sub-Images

The human vision system can detect boundaries with vary-
ing gradientmagnitudes adaptively fromvarious 2D images.
In this paper, we will compute local gradient thresholds by
mimicking the adaptive contrast detection mechanisms of
the human visual system.

3.1.1 Visible Boundaries and the Adaptive Contrast

Detection Mechanism

Generally, the human visual system is more sensitive to
luminance difference than absolute luminance. The lumi-
nance difference forms a contrast pattern that conveys most
of the visual information to the human vision, and the lumi-
nance contrast makes an object distinguishable from the
background. Due to the visual adaptation of human, the
same luminance difference might create different perceived
brightness under different backgrounds. In other words, a
luminance difference in a dim background may produce a
large brightness difference, while produce a smaller bright-
ness difference in a brighter background.

The just noticeable luminance difference (JNLD) refers to
the smallest luminance difference possible for the human
visual system to perceive. The JNLD varies with different
background luminance. Let Ib be the average luminance of
the background, then JNLD is a function of Ib, which is
denoted by JðIbÞ. In the casewhere small features are present
in a large uniform background, the curve of JðIbÞ

Ib
with

respect to Ib may be plotted as in Fig. 2 [45], [46], [47]. This
shows that the ratio JðIbÞ

Ib
(e.g., weber contrast) can

rapidly decrease/increase or can be nearly a constant when
Ib has low/high luminance values or is in between. The curve
of JðIbÞ

Ib
can become more complex if the background varies

differently. However, in this paper we only follow the adap-
tive contrast detection property described by JðIbÞ in Fig. 2.

By regarding gray intensities of 3D images as lumi-
nance, the boundaries in 3D images correspond to the
locations where luminance differences exist. Therefore, we
can detect all weak and strong visible boundaries from
any 3D image by JðIbÞ. Here, JðIbÞ is computed adaptively
in different 3D images and in different sub-images of the
same 3D image. JðIbÞ in Fig. 2 was defined in [48] as the
following piecewise function of the gray intensity x,
approximately:

JðxÞ ¼
a � d 0 � x � d
a � x d<x � e
a � e � 10 10

256�x� 10
256�e e< x< 256;

8
<

:
(1)

where the gray regions 0; d½ � and e; 255½ � are mapped to the
low luminance and high luminance, respectively. When
x 2 0; d½ �, the brightness is very low and JðIbÞ changes very
slightly with x. So, JðxÞ is approximately seen as a constant
C ¼ a � d. Here, a is selected as a constant around 0.25 rather
than the weber contrast 0.02 because 0.02 is so small that
many uninteresting weak boundaries will be detected from
3D images. 0.25 can facilitate the detection of boundaries of
interest from 3D images while exclude many uninterested
weak boundaries. When x 2 e; 255½ �, the brightness is very
high and JðxÞ is represented approximately by an exponen-
tial function. In this paper, we will use Equation (1) to com-
pute JðxÞ in the 3D image.

Let Nðx; y; zÞ be the average gray intensity in a local
neighborhood of a point ðx; y; zÞ. Then V ðx; y; zÞ ¼ JðNðx;
y; zÞÞ defines a 3D threshold function. Various visible
boundaries (weak and strong) can be detected adaptively
from different sub-images with the following rule:

rfðx; y; zÞk k � V ðx; y; zÞ. (2)

In each edge-cube, the contained boundary surface
patches have similar gray values, which fall in between
gray values of the local structure and background in the
cube. So, in each edge-cube, Nðx; y; zÞ is approximated by
the mean of gray values of the contained boundary surface
patch. In an edge-cube Q, let qi; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; l denote the
points of intersection between boundary surface patches
and all different edges of Q, and let EðQÞ be the average
value of fðqiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; l. Then JðEðQÞÞ is used to
approximate V ðx; y; zÞ in Q. This indicates that V ðx; y; zÞ can
be approximated by a piece-wise constant function in the
region closely enclosing F.

Visible boundaries characterize various image contents,
including not only F but also surface patches belonging
to (VB2)-(VB4). Therefore, we need to identifyF from these
visible boundaries detected, i.e., excluding those in (VB2)-
(VB4).

3.1.2 Computation of Local Gradient Thresholds by

Combining V ðx; y; zÞ and Context Dependence

of F

In this section, V ðx; y; zÞ will be further adjusted by the con-
text dependence ofF, to exclude the surface patches or frag-
ments in (VB4). Since gray intensities of the 3D image
change gradually in the background and object regions, F
and surface patches in (VB4) have the following properties:

Fig. 2. The distribution of JðIbÞIb
along the luminance intensity Ib.
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(P3) Gradient magnitudes ofF change slowly and gradu-
ally over adjacent small surface patches of F.

(P4) Gradient magnitudes of visible boundaries in (VB4)
are usually much smaller than ones of local surface patches
of F to which they are connected.

(P3) and (P4) in fact show the certain context dependence
of F, by which surface patches or fragments in (VB4) can be
excluded. So, we will compute local gradient thresholds by
combining V ðx; y; zÞwith (P3) and (P4).

Suppose that U is a boundary sub-image whose boundary

surface patch will be computed, while Ui; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m are

boundary sub-imageswith known boundary surface patches

and are adjacent toU . Below,we show how the local gradient

threshold in U is computed. Let TU ¼ minf rfðpÞk k : p 2
U \Fg, TUi

¼ minf rfðpÞk k : p 2 Ui \Fg, i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m and

MU ¼ 1
m

Pm
i¼1TUi

. Then, TU and TUi
are the infimums (e.g.,

the largest low bounds) of gradient magnitudes of boundary

surface patches in U and Ui, respectively. By (P3), one may

think that TU has a small change compared to MU . Thus, TU

may be estimated roughly as follows:

TU 	 k �MU , (3)

where k 2 ð0; 1Þ is a constant describing the slow change of

gradient magnitudes over F.
Gradient magnitudes of visible boundaries in U are

larger than V ðx; y; zÞ. Hence, gradient magnitudes of bound-
ary surface patches in F \ U are larger than the following
function:

GUðx; y; zÞ ¼ t � V ðx; y; zÞ þ ð1� tÞ � k �MU; ðx; y; zÞ 2 U;

(4)

where t 2 ð0; 1Þ is a constant making a balance between
V ðx; y; zÞ and MU in GUðx; y; zÞ. From our experiences, in
many cases, k can be selected as a value around 0:8 and t

can be selected as a value around 0:6. GUðx; y; zÞ will be
regarded as the local gradient threshold in U . In a given
edge-cube Q 2 U , GUðx; y; zÞ can be written as follows:

GQ ¼ t � JðEðQÞÞ þ ð1� tÞ � k �MU: (5)

Hence, GUðx; y; zÞ can be approximated by a piece-wise
constant function in U . It will be used for the detection of
the edges intersected by F from each cube in U . We only
need to compute local gradient thresholds in boundary
sub-images of F rather than the whole 3D image.

3.2 Classification of Edge-Cubes

The surface patches in (VB3) will pass through partial edge-
cubes of F. So, the boundary surface patches in such edge-
cubes should be recognized by a proper algorithm. To this
end, edge-cubes of F will be classified into two classes with
different recognition rules.

The boundary surface patches in each edge-cube are the
zero-crossing surface patches. According to the marching-
cube algorithm [5], when r2fðx; y; zÞ ¼ 0 intersects with an
edge-cube, there are 14 different intersection cases, as
shown in Fig. 3. In each case, either one connected or several
disconnected zero-crossing surface patches are contained in

the edge-cube. Therefore, all edge-cubes ofF can be divided
into the following two classes:

Class V1: edge-cubes that contain only one connected
zero-crossing patch (e.g., (2)(3)(6)(9)(10)(12)(15) in Fig. 3).

Class V2: edge-cubes that contain more than one con-
nected zero-crossing patches (e.g., (4)(5)(7)(8)(11)(13)(14) in
Fig. 3).

If an edge-cube Q belongs to V1, then the contained
unique zero-crossing patch is a boundary surface patch and
EðQÞ can be computed as the average of gray values of the
intersection points between the zero-crossing surface patch
and all different edges ofQ. For each edge-cube inV2, topol-
ogy-correct zero-crossing patches may be further con-
structed by [12]. Here, each zero-crossing surface patch is
represented by a polygon that is generated by linking the
points of intersection between the zero-crossing surface
patch and different edges. If Q belongs to V2, some zero-
crossing patches are boundary surface patches but some
might be not. Surface patches belonging to (VB3) pass
through certain edge-cubes in V2.

In the edge-cube Q, if an edge with two vertices p1 and p2
is intersected by F, then it is a zero-crossing edge or its two
vertices p1 and p2 are a pair of zero-crossing points [30],
[44], namely:

r2fðp1Þ � r2fðp2Þ < 0: (6)

In addition, the two vertices p1 and p2 have high gradient
magnitudes in their local neighborhoods. Suppose that GQ

is the local gradient threshold in Q computed via Equation
(5), then the two vertices p1 and p2 satisfy:

rfðp1Þk k þ rfðp2Þk k � 2 �GQ: (7)

Equations (6) and (7) give two important properties of the
edge intersected by F.

In each edge-cube passed through by F, there are at least
three edges that are intersected by F or satisfy Equations (6)
and (7). If an edge-cube belongs to V1, then all edges satisfy-
ing Equations (6) and (7) are marked as the edges inter-
sected by F. However, if an edge-cube belongs to V2, an
edge satisfying Equations (6) and (7) might not be the edge
intersected by F; it might be the edge intersected by the sur-
face patch in (VB3). In this case, detecting the intersected
edges and computing boundary surface patches from each

Fig. 3. Fourteen different intersection cases between the zero-crossing
surfacer2fðx; y; zÞ ¼ 0 and an edge-cube.
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edge-cube in V2 become more complicated, which will be
discussed in Section 3.3.

3.3 Tracing and Reconstruction of Boundary
Surface Patches in a Boundary Sub-Image U

This section describes a technique to trace connected
edge-cubes and reconstruct boundary surface patches
from the boundary sub-image U , when GUðx; y; zÞ and
seed cubes of U are known. By this surface tracing tech-
nique, surface patches in (VB2) can be excluded. F has an
important property:

(P5) F is a connected surface in the 3D image and its
edge-cubes (or boundary sub-images) are also connected.

Here, two edge-cubes (or boundary sub-images) are
called connected if both of them are passed through by F.
In this paper, edge-cubes in each boundary sub-image and
boundary sub-images in the 3D image are detected and
traced by (P5).

3.3.1 Different Tracing Rules for Different

Edge-Cubes in U

Each edge-cube has 12 edges, six faces and six adjacent
cubes. Each edge is shared by two faces, and each face is
shared by two adjacent cubes. Here, the two cubes sharing a
common face are called adjacent. According to the surface
connectivity, if an edge in the edge-cube Q is intersected by
F, then the two faces (denoted by b1 and b2) sharing this
edge must also be intersected by F. Furthermore, the two
cubes sharing b1 and b2 with Q respectively must be inter-
sected by F. Thus, by marking all edges intersected by F in
Q, we are able to recognize all faces intersected by F in Q,
and recognize new edge-cubes from six adjacent cubes of Q.
By detecting edge-cubes from the six adjacent cubes of each
new edge-cube in the same manner, all edge-cubes con-
nected to Q can be traced from U . This paper will trace
edge-cubes in U with the above strategy.

For a given edge-cube Q 2 U , a new edge-cube (denoted
by G) adjacent to Q may belong to V1 or V2, may be in U or
not (possibly in adjacent sub-images of U as Q is at the bor-
der of U), or may contain at most two or at least three edges
satisfying Equations (6) and (7) (e.g., intersected edges).
Therefore, the following different tracing rules will be
applied to these different cases accordingly:

If (G has at most two intersected edges, or G 2 V2 but
G =2 U)

then {stop surface tracing from G} //rule 1
else if (G 2 V1 but G =2 U)

then {mark G as a seed cube, stop tracing from
G}//rule 2

else if (G 2 V2 and G 2 U)
then {mark G as the cube in V2, stop tracing from G}

//rule 3
else {mark the intersected edges and faces in G and trace
new edge-cubes from the six-neighborhood ofG} //rule 4.
When G has at most two intersected edges, the contained

zero-crossing patches have low gradient magnitudes and
are most likely to be surface fragments or patches in (VB4).
By the rule 1 above, we can avoid tracing surface fragments
or patches in (VB4). By the rule 2, seed cubes can be marked
for the sub-images adjacent to U . They will be used later to

detect new boundary sub-images from the six neighbor-
hood of U . By the rules 1 and 2, we can limit the surface trac-
ing in U . By the rule 3, we avoid tracing edge-cubes from the
edge-cubes in V2, and thus avoid tracing surface fragments
or patches in (VB3). The surface tracing is done in the edge-
cubes that are in U , belong to V1 and have at least three
intersected edges. GUðx; y; zÞ is used for the detection of the
edges intersected by F in the rules 1 and 4.

The workflow of tracing edge-cubes in U is shown in
Fig. 1b with each detailed step described in Appendix. The
following summarizes the basic procedures. First, an edge-
cube in V1 \ U is selected as the seed cube. The edges and
faces intersected by F can be detected from the seed cube,
and new edge-cubes can be determined from the six neigh-
borhood of the seed cube. Next, different tracing rules 1-4
are applied to each new edge-cube. By repeating the same
procedure on each newly determined edge-cube, all con-
nected edge-cubes in U \V1 are detected from U , and the
edge-cubes in U \V2 and the seed cubes in adjacent sub-
images of U are also marked.

3.3.2 Reconstruction of Boundary Surface Patches in U

After having traced edge-cubes from U , we will reconstruct
boundary surface patches from U . First, boundary surface
patches in all edge-cubes belonging to U \V1 are com-
puted. If an edge-cube belongs to U \V1, then the boundary
surface patch in it can be computed by extracting the zero-
crossing surface patch from it using the marching-cubes
algorithm [5].

Second, boundary surface patches in the edge-cubes
belonging to U \V2 are computed. If an edge-cube (denoted
by B) is in U \V2, then B possibly contains both boundary
surface patches and zero-crossing patches in (VB3). Denote
CB as the set of all disconnected zero-crossing patches (or
disconnected polygons) in B. The topology-correct zero-
crossing patches in CB can be determined according to [12].
It is necessary to recognize correctly boundary surface
patches from CB. This will be done by the surface connec-
tivity of F, e.g., according to known boundary surface
patches in adjacent edge-cubes. Among the six neighbor-
hood of B, some edge-cubes belonging to U \V1 have been
marked and the edges intersected by F have been detected
in them as well. Some of these intersected edges actually are
the edges of B as well. In this way, the edges intersected by
F are determined in B. If an edge (denoted by L) of B is
intersected by F, by the surface connectivity of F, the zero-
crossing patch (or the polygon) intersecting at L is recog-
nized as a boundary surface patch. Hence, boundary sur-
face patches are recognized from CB by detecting the
intersected edges of B from adjacent edge-cubes in U \V1.

Boundary surface patches contained in each edge-cube
are represented by at least one and at most five triangles
[5], [10], [11], [12]. Triangles in all edge-cubes of U
form polygonal boundary surface patches of F in U . TU ,
which is roughly estimated in Equation (3) before, is
now updated as follows:

TU ¼ minf rfðx; y; zÞk k : ðx; y; zÞ 2 VU 
 ðU \FÞg; (8)

where VU denotes the set of vertices of the polygonal
boundary surface patches in U . The updated TU will be
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used for estimating local gradient thresholds in adjacent
boundary sub-images of U ; see Equations (3)-(5).

3.4 Hierarchical Tracing of F in the 3D Image

For the given 3D image, F, the CIBS of interest, can be
designated or specified from a certain 2D sectional image
by the interactive operation in [3]. When users browse a
series of 2D section images on the computer screen, they
can easily see the structure of interest, and select a spe-
cific 2D section image in which a salient boundary curve
segment of the structure is visible. On the 2D image, users
can draw interactively a small closed region (denoted by
R), in which only the salient boundary curve passes
through. Then the closed regions that have the same posi-
tion as R but distribute on five consecutive slices form a
small 3D region (denoted by W ) in the 3D image, which
contains a small salient boundary surface patch of F by
the surface continuity. In this way, a small salient surface
patch of F is determined implicitly, and F is designated
in the 3D image.

By W , the initial boundary sub-image will be determined
from the 3D image. In W , a cube G will be marked as an
edge-cube if it satisfies: (i) it has at least three zero-crossing
edges; (ii) the mean of gradient magnitudes of the contained
zero-crossing surface patch reaches the maximum value of
those in the cubes in W . Without loss of generality, suppose
that G 2 V1 and in a sub-image U0, T0 is the mean of gradi-
ent magnitudes of the zero-crossing surface patches con-
tained in G. U0 has a small size, and contains a salient
surface patch of F. We may detect, trace and reconstruct the
salient surface patch of F from U0 by the tracing rules in
Section 3.3.1, where GU0

ðx; y; zÞ is assumed to be a constant
T0
2 . Finally, the boundary surface patch in U0 and TU0

are
computed, and seed cubes in the sub-images adjacent to U0

are marked.
Whenever U0, TU0

and seed cubes in the adjacent sub-
images of U0 are known, we can trace new boundary sub-
images from the six neighborhood of U0 by (P5). Each adja-
cent sub-image (denoted by UÞ containing seed cubes is
marked as a boundary sub-image, and its GUðx; y; zÞ can
be estimated by Equations (3)-(5). In U , one can trace
edge-cubes from each seed cube by the tracing technique
in Section 3.3. Finally, one or several connected boundary
surface patch of F can be computed in U . Meanwhile,
seed cubes in the adjacent sub-images of U are marked,
which can be further used to determine new boundary
sub-images. We can repeat the same operation as above in
each newly detected boundary sub-image. Eventually, all
connected boundary sub-images and the boundary surface
patches contained in them are computed. All these patches

form a polygonal surface model of F with a sub-voxel
accuracy. The workflow and steps of tracing boundary
sub-images in the 3D image are shown in Fig. 1a and
Appendix, respectively. Since boundary surface patches in
different boundary sub-images (or different edge-cubes)
all belong to the same isosurface r2fðx; y; zÞ ¼ 0, bound-
ary surface patches extracted from adjacent boundary sub-
images (or adjacent edge-cubes) can be pieced together
[5], [10], [11], [12].

In order to display the polygonal surface model of F, it is
necessary to calculate unit normals at vertices of polygons
or triangles. The conventional rendering algorithm takes the
normals to produce Gouraud-shaded images. The gradient
vector at a boundary point is just the direction of the normal
at this point ([22], p. 40). So, one can obtain the unit normals
at vertices of triangles by interpolating gradient vectors of
vertices of intersected edges.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed method has been applied to many different
3D images. Here, we show experimental results from six
different 3D images, including CT images of a human
skull, a lobster and a bonsai (Figs. 4a, 4c, 4d), an MRI
image of an orange (Fig. 4b), a confocal microscopy image
of a nerve cell (Fig. 4f) and an image of a bovine proximal
tibial bone (Fig. 4e). For each 3D image, a 2D slice image
is shown in Fig. 4, where a salient boundary curve seg-
ment of interest can be seen. At each slice, a small closed
region (rectangle) is drawn to show where a salient
boundary curve passes through. From these small regions,
six different boundary surfaces of interest are selected
respectively, and six small salient boundary surface
patches are determined implicitly. These boundary surfa-
ces are named as BS1, BS2, . . . ; BS6, respectively. Some of
these boundary surfaces have varying gray values and
gradient values, and have complex branches, as can be
seen from Figs. 4d, 4e, 4f.

After small closed regions are specified on slices as in
Fig. 4, the six boundary surfaces of interest can be auto-
matically detected and reconstructed from the 3D images
by the proposed method. These boundary surfaces are dis-
played in Fig. 5. In order to evaluate experimental results
in Fig. 5, volume rendering results of the boundary surfa-
ces BS1-BS6 are provided in Fig. 6. Figs. 6a, 6b, 6d, 6e are
generated by the ray casting technique, Fig. 4f by the
maximum intensity projection (MIP), and Fig. 4c by semi-
transparent surface display, respectively. A comparison
between Figs. 5 and 6 demonstrates that the proposed
method can correctly reconstruct boundary surfaces from

Fig. 4. Slices of six different 3D images (CT head, MRI orange, CT lobster, CT bonsai, scanned bovine proximal tibial bone, Confocal microscopy
neuron). Rectangles drawn on different slices designate different boundary surfaces of interest.
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3D images, even if some of them have varying gray values
and gradient magnitudes, and complex branches. We also
display the distributions of boundary surfaces BS1-BS3
and BS5 on some 2D sectional images, as shown in Fig. 7.
Fig. 7 shows clearly that the boundaries detected by the
proposed method are consistent with the boundaries
observed by human vision, indicating the effectiveness of
the method. In this paper, a hierarchical tracing frame-
work is used to gradually expand a known small bound-
ary surface patch until the entire boundary surface is
reconstructed. So, we show examples to illustrate such
procedures in Fig. 8. These experimental results show that
the proposed method is easy to use, facilitating the explo-
ration and understanding of the structure of interest in 3D
images.

In Table 1, for each selected boundary surface, we show
the number of its edge-cubes in V1, edge-cubes in V2 and
boundary surface patches (e.g., triangles) computed from all
edge-cubes. The computational time used for tracing, recon-
structing and visualizing each boundary surface of interest is
also provided. These experiments were run on a PC with
Intel Core i5 760 CPU 2.80 GHz, 4 GB RAM. Table 1 shows
that the computational time is mainly affected by the

numbers of edge-cubes and boundary surface patches. The
use of GPU technique or the parallelization technique can
further reduce the computational time.

5 DISCUSSIONS

5.1 Boundary Surface Patches, Zero-Crossing
Surface Patches and Isosurfaces

5.1.1 Isosurfaces in 3D Images

Although the isosurface-extraction technique is widely
used, in many cases F cannot be well approximated by any
isosurface in fðx; y; zÞ. For example, the CIBS with varying
gray values and the CIBS of the structure whose sub-struc-
tures have different gray values usually cannot be well
approximated by any isosurface. Let’s see two examples in
Figs. 9 and 10.

In Figs. 9a, 9b, 9c, 9d, four isosurfaces with different iso-
values of 20, 50, 80 and 110 are reconstructed from the 3D
confocal microscopic image of the nerve cell, respectively.
One can see that the isosurfaces with high isovalues can
well extract the surfaces of the cell body and axon, but can-
not extract the surfaces of many dendrites. On the other
hand, the isosurfaces with low isovalues can extract

Fig. 5. 3D models of the boundary surfaces designated in Fig. 4, which are reconstructed automatically from 3D images by the proposed method
when rectangles are drawn as that in Fig. 4.
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surfaces of most dendrites, but cannot extract correctly
the surfaces of the cell body and axon. Furthermore, in these
isosurfaces, surfaces of adjacent dendrites cannot be sepa-
rated correctly. In contrast to these isosurfaces, the whole
boundary surface of the nerve cell (including surfaces of cell
body, axon and dendrites) can be well reconstructed by the
proposed method, see Fig. 9f. Additionally, the surfaces of
adjacent dendrites can also be well separated.

In Figs. 10a, 10b, 10c, three isosurfaces with isovalues
of 30, 40, 50 are reconstructed from the 3D CT image of the
lobster, respectively. Fig. 10f shows the semi-transparent
visualization result of the lobster, which displays clearly dif-
ferent sub-structures of the lobster, such as pincher claw,
crusher claw, walking legs, antenna and tail fan (they are

enclosed by four different blue circles). It is easy to see that
the isosurfaces with high isovalues can correctly extract sur-
faces of the pincher claw and crusher claw, but not the

Fig. 6. Volume rendering results of the boundary surfaces designated in Fig. 4. They are rendered by different techniques. (a)(b)(d)(e): the ray-cast-
ing. (c): semi-transparent surface display. (f): MIP.

Fig. 7. The distributions of the boundary surfaces BS1-BS3 and BS5 on
certain 2D sectional images.

Fig. 8. Gradually expanded procedure of a known small boundary sur-
face patch in 3D images. (a)-(d): BS6; (e)-(i): BS3.
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surfaces of walking legs, antenna and tail fan (see Fig. 10c).
On the other hand, the isosurfaces with low isovalues can
correctly extract surfaces of walking legs and antenna, but
not the surfaces of the pincher claw, the crusher claw and
tail fan (see Fig. 10a). This implies that the whole surface of
the lobster cannot be well approximated by any isosurface,
because different structures of the lobster have different
gray values. On the contrary, the whole boundary surface of
the lobster can be well reconstructed by the proposed
method, as shown in Fig. 10e.

Figs. 9, and 10 illustrate the difference between the CIBS
and the isosurface. It is trivial to mark cubes intersected by
an isosurface from 3D images, but it is more complicated to
detect edge-cubes from 3D images and to distinguish
boundary surface patches from the uninteresting zero-cross-
ing surface patches.

Instead of using the isosurface with a fixed isovalue, we
have discussed the adaptive approximation of the boundary
surface with varying gray values by different isosurface
patches (in different local regions) [30]. The 3D models of

the nerve cell and the lobster generated by such a method
are shown in Figs. 9e and 10d, respectively. Although these
models can improve the approximation of various isosurfa-
ces, they are still inferior to the proposed method. In partic-
ular, the surfaces constructed with this method usually
contain some uninteresting surface patches.

5.1.2 Zero-Crossing Surface Patches in 3D Images

A CIBS F is a specific zero-crossing surface patch, but not
all zero-crossing surface patches belong to F. In some 3D
images, many uninteresting zero-crossing surface patches
are linked with F, and the gradient magnitudes of some
patches are possibly larger than those of boundary surface
patches of F. This is illustrated in Fig. 11.

In Fig. 11, zero-crossing surface patches linked with BS3,
BS4 and BS6 and the 3D model of a nerve cell are shown. In
addition, the gradient magnitudes over these zero-crossing
surface patches and BS3, BS4, BS6 and the nerve cell model
are shown (the color mapping table is the same as in
Fig. 14). Fig. 11 indicates that zero-crossing surface patches
in (VB4) can have negative impact on the understanding
and visualization of the boundary surfaces of interest. Fur-
ther, by comparing Fig. 6f to 11a, it is easy to see that some
zero-crossing surface patches in (VB4), such as the surface
of another uninteresting cell body, may have gradient mag-
nitudes larger than those of the dendrites. Fig. 11 demon-
strates that the boundary surfaces of interest usually cannot
be reconstructed correctly by directly extracting the zero-
crossing surfacer2fðx; y; zÞ ¼ 0.

5.1.3 Boundary Surface Patches in 3D Images

In addition to the local characteristics (P1)-(P2), other global
or regional characteristics of F (such as (P3)-(P5)) are used

TABLE 1
V1, V2: The Numbers of Edge-Cubes Belonging to Two

Different Classes. BSP: The Number of Boundary
Surface Patches Recognized from all Edge-Cubes

Times: computational time (unit: second) used for detecting and recon-
structing each boundary surface of interest.

Fig. 9. Visualization results of the confocal microscopic nerve cell by different methods. (a)-(d): isosurfaces with four different isovalues from low to
high: 20, 50, 80, 110. (e): the surface formed by different isosurface patches. (f): the boundary surface reconstructed by the proposed method.

Fig. 10. Visualization results of the CT lobster by different methods. (a)-(c): isosurfaces with three different isovalues from low to high: 30, 40, 50. (d):
the surface formed by different isosurface patches. (e): the boundary surface by the proposed method. (f): the semi-transparent surface as that in
Fig. 6c.
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to trace and recognize boundary surface patches in the 3D
image. Particularly, they are used to exclude zero-crossing
surface patches in (VB2)-(VB4).

Surface patches in (VB2) do not pass through edge-cubes
of F. Thus, our work excludes such patches by only tracing
edge-cubes of F in the 3D image, e.g., by (P5). In this way,
we can avoid detecting uninteresting boundary surface
patches of other structures and many other surface frag-
ments, which are not close to F.

Surface patches in (VB4) are linked with F. Hence, they
cannot be excluded by the surface connectivity. By (P4),
each surface patch in (VB4) usually has gradient magni-
tudes lower than ones of the boundary surface patch it
attaches to. Therefore, we compute local gradient thresholds
GUðx; y; zÞ to exclude surface patches in (VB4). By the trac-
ing rule 1 in Section 3.3.1, if an edge-cube has at most two
zero-crossing edges satisfying Equations (6) and (7), then
surface tracing will stop from it. See Figs. 5f and 11a, and
Figs. 5d and 11c for illustration.

Some 3D images might contain many edge-cubes in V2

and these edge-cubes might contain lots of surface frag-
ments in (VB3). This is illustrated in Table 2 and Fig. 12. In
Table 2, for each boundary surface in BS1-BS6, the ratio

between edge-cubes in V2 and in V1, the number of zero-
crossing surface patches in all edge-cubes in V1 and V2

(denoted by ZCP), the number of boundary surface patches
recognized from all edge-cubes (denoted by BSP), and the
ratio between ZCP �BSP and BSP are provided. In
Fig. 12, boundary surface models with and without surface
fragments in (VB3) are shown respectively, where the red
triangles or polygons are the boundary surface patches

Fig. 11. Visualizations of various zero-crossing surface patches linked with BS6 or BS3 or BS4 or the 3D model of another nerve cell in Fig. 12b (the
upper part), and visualizations of distributions of gradient magnitudes over these zero-crossing surface patches (the lower part). CIBS of interest can-
not be correctly displayed.

TABLE 2
V2/V1: The Ratio of Two Classes of Edge-Cubes

ZCP: the number of zero-crossing surface patches in all edge-cubes;
BSP: the number of boundary surface patches recognized from all edge-
cubes.

Fig. 12. The upper part is the visualization of zero-crossing surface
patches contained in all edge-cubes in V1 and V2. Many surface
fragments in (VB3) can be seen. The lower part is the visualization
of boundary surface patches contained in the same edge-cubes.
Red polygons represent boundary surface patches computed from
the edge-cubes in V2.
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computed from the edge-cubes in V2. Table 2 and Fig. 12
show that it is necessary to correctly recognize boundary
surface patches from the edge-cubes in V2 and treat edge-
cubes in V1 and V2 differently. Otherwise, surface frag-
ments in (VB3) and zero-crossing surface patches connected
with them will be incorrectly traced and recognized as
boundary surface patches. By the proposed method, surface
fragments in (VB3) can be well excluded.

5.2 Adaptive Computation of Local
Gradient Thresholds

If only a small boundary surface patch is known, it is not
clear whether or not a global gradient threshold is effective
for expanding the boundary surface patch in the 3D image
and how to determine an appropriate global threshold. If
some surface patches in (VB4) have gradient magnitudes

larger than those of boundary surface patches of F, F usu-
ally cannot be separated from the 3D image by any global
gradient threshold. This is illustrated in Fig. 13. It shows
that high global gradient thresholds may exclude surface
patches in (VB4) (see Fig. 13c), but the surfaces of many
dendrites are lost. On the other hand, low global gradient
thresholds may keep surfaces of dendrites, but the surface
patches in (VB4) cannot be excluded (see Figs. 13a, 13b). It
is necessary to compute local gradient thresholds to sepa-
rate F from such patches in the surface tracing. Therefore,
this paper detects and expands the CIBS of interest by the
gradient threshold function GUðx; y; zÞ.

GUðx; y; zÞ is computed by combining V ðx; y; zÞ and gra-
dient magnitudes of boundary surface patches in certain
adjacent sub-images of U (e.g., the context dependence of
F). It characterizes the boundary surface patches in U that
are visible according to V ðx; y; zÞ and their gradient magni-
tudes change slightly in contrast to those of adjacent bound-
ary surface patches. Thus, GUðx; y; zÞ can adjust itself
adaptively according to image contents (e.g., V ðx; y; zÞ) in
different 3D images or in different sub-images, and hence
can be utilized to detect boundary surface patches in differ-
ent sub-images adaptively. In other words, GUðx; y; zÞ can
change adaptively with gradient magnitudes of boundary
surface patches, which is illustrated in Fig. 14. In Fig. 14, the
gradient magnitudes over four different boundary surfaces
(BS1, BS6, BS4, BS3) are shown, where gradient magnitudes
are mapped to different colors by a color table. In addition,
the plots ofGUðx; y; zÞ over the same four boundary surfaces
are shown respectively, where they are mapped to different
colors by the same color table. Fig. 14 illustrates that

Fig. 13. Boundary surfaces extracted from the 3D confocal microscopic
images of the nerve cell by three different global gradient thresholds from
low to high. In these boundary surfaces, either uninteresting zero-crossing
surface patches in (VB4) cannot be excluded ((a)-(b)), or surfaces of many
dendrites are lost ((b)-(c)).

Fig. 14. Visualization of distributions of gradient magnitudes over four different boundary surfaces BS1, BS6, BS2 and BS3 (the upper part), and visu-
alization of distributions of local threshold function GU ðx; y; zÞ over the same four boundary surfaces (the lower part). It is easy to see that local gradi-
ent thresholds are adaptively changed with gradient magnitudes.
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GUðx; y; zÞ � rfðx; y; zÞk k holds over F and GUðx; y; zÞ
changes adaptively on a boundary surface patch, where
rfðx; y; zÞk k changes. This explains why the proposed

method can adaptively detect and trace the CIBS with vary-
ing gradient magnitudes, such as BS6 and BS4. If we detect
edge-cubes from the 3D image based merely on V ðx; y; zÞ
rather than GUðx; y; zÞ, then some surface patches in (VB4)
and with high gradient magnitudes cannot be excluded. By
(P4), GUðx; y; zÞ can exclude such surface patches.

Five parameters d; e;a; k; t are used in the computation of
GUðx; y; zÞ. According to, Figs. 5, 15, and 16, e ¼ 210 can be
applied to various cases. In particular, Fig. 16 shows that the
final results are unchanged for different e 2 ð180; 240Þ. So,
we only need to consider d;a; k; t. The parameter k describes
the slow change of gradient magnitudes over F. t is used to
make a balance between V ðx; y; zÞ and MU in GUðx; y; zÞ. a
determines howmany weak boundaries are detected, where
more (or less) will be detected if a become smaller (or
larger). d is small if the structure of interest (or its sub-struc-
ture) has small gray values. From our experiences, in most
cases, the values around 0:8, 0:6, 45 and 0:25 are acceptable
for k, t, d and a. For example, ðk; t; d;aÞ ¼ ð0:8; 0:6; 45; 0:25Þ
are appropriate for reconstructing BS1, BS2, BS3 and BS5,
respectively. In Fig. 15, by the same values, we also well
reconstruct many different CIBSes from different 3D images.
In some cases, these values may be adjusted to exclude unin-
teresting surface patches from F. For example, in Figs. 5f
and 12b, d is adjusted as 35 so as to adapt to low gray values
of dendrite structures of nerve cells. In Fig. 10e, d and a are

adjusted as 55 and 0.3 so as to exclude some weak bound-
aries. In Fig. 5d, k and a are adjusted as 0.95 and 0.3 to
exclude surface patches in (VB4) fromF.

Usually, the reconstructed F is quite robust to the change
of the parameter k; t; d; a. This is illustrated in Fig. 16. We
show how the triangle number of the reconstructed F is
changed when a parameter is gradually changed while
other three parameters are fixed. When a parameter is fixed,
it has the fix value as follows: e ¼ 210, k ¼ 0:8, t ¼ 0:6,
d ¼ 45, a ¼ 0:25. Each curve in Fig. 16 indicates how the tri-
angle number of the reconstructed F is changed when a cer-
tain parameter is changed. Here, the changing trend of
triangle number may describe the changing trend of the
reconstructed F. Fig. 16 demonstrates that the reconstructed
F has little change when a certain parameter (such as d or a
or k or t) has a small variation. The change of e almost has
no effect on the reconstructed F.

In most 3D images, the size of 4� 4� 4 is acceptable
for sub-images, and the final result has little change if
the size has a slight difference. In this paper, 4� 4� 4
and 5� 5� 5 are used in Figs. 5 and 15. If gradient mag-
nitudes changed very slowly over F, then the size can
be larger.

5.3 Comparison with Other Related Methods

The isosurfaces usually fail to represent boundary surfa-
ces with varying gray values, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10.
Especially, for certain boundary surfaces linking with sur-
face patches in (VB4), they even cannot be well

Fig. 15. Boundary surfaces reconstructed from different 3D images by the proposed method when the five parameters d; e;a; k; t have the same fixed
values: ðe; k; t; d;aÞ ¼ ð210; 0:8; 0:6; 45; 0:25Þ. CIBSes of interest are designated in slices (a)-(h).
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approximated by different isosurface patches in different
local regions; see Figs. 9e and 10d. The proposed method
can overcome this limitation.

In existing literatures, all zero-crossing surface patches in
an edge-cube are usually regarded as boundary surface
patches [3], [4], [30], [31], [44]. However, Table 2 and Fig. 12
show that some zero-crossing surface patches contained
within some edge-cubes in V2 are actually not boundary
surface patches. The proposed method overcomes the draw-
back. In [3], [30], [31] and [44], edge-cubes are detected
from 3D images based on a global gradient threshold. On
one hand, it is a difficult task to select appropriate global gra-
dient thresholds for different boundary surfaces in different
3D images. On the other hand, some uninteresting surface
patches as shown in Fig. 13 cannot be excluded by using any
global gradient threshold. In [3], we suggested detecting
edge-cubes from 3D images by local gradient thresholds, but
the technique of computing local gradient thresholds is not
effective in many 3D images. The proposed method can be
applied tomany different 3D images.

3D zero-crossing based edge detectors usually regard a
zero-crossing surface or a zero-crossing surface with high
gradient magnitudes as a boundary surface. However,

such boundary surface might include many surface patches
in (VB2)-(VB4), as shown in Figs. 11, 12, 13. By the proposed
method, these unwanted surface patches in (VB2)-(VB4)
can be excluded from the true CIBS. 3D gradient based
edge detectors usually detect boundary voxels based on a
high global gradient threshold. However, a fixed gradient
threshold usually cannot work for the surfaces with vary-
ing gradient magnitudes, as shown in Fig. 13. The proposed
method can detect and reconstruct the CIBS with varying
gradient magnitudes, as shown in Figs. 5f and 11a, Figs. 5d
and 11c. Reference [17] suggested generating a polygonal
boundary surface model by computing a boundary surface
patch in each boundary voxel. However, boundary surface
patches from adjacent boundary voxels usually cannot
be pieced together. The proposed method overcomes this
difficulty.

The deformable surface technique, 3D edge detector and
the approach for reconstructing a 3D model from contours
are all important 3D model reconstruction techniques. Each
of them has its own advantage and can work for some spe-
cial cases. However, they cannot work if only a small piece
of boundary surface of interest is known. The proposed
method usually can reconstruct a CIBS automatically from a
small boundary surface even if without prior knowledge
about the CIBS. It can also reconstruct correctly the CIBS
with complex shapes or branches, or with varying gray val-
ues or gradient values. Particularly, it is easy to use by
researchers with little training.

6 CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a novel 3D surface reconstruction
technique to facilitate users to explore and understand 3D
image in an efficient way. With the technique, a 3D model
of the structure of interest can be reconstructed easily,
once a small region of interest is specified or designated
from a 2D section image. This technique is based on the
context dependence and the connectivity of the CIBS, and
uses the adaptive contrast detection approach motivated
by the human visual system. It can detect adaptively and
trace the CIBS with varying gray values or gradient values
from a 3D image. It can still detect surfaces with complex
shapes or branches while eliminating wrong surface
patches introduced by noise and other variations in the 3D
image. The effectiveness of the technique is illustrated by
various experimental results of real 3D images. Its advan-
tages are also demonstrated by comparing with several
existing methods such as the isosurface technique.

APPENDIX

The procedure for the proposed hierarchical tracing frame-
work can be described briefly as follows:

Step 1. Based on a known small boundary surface patch
of F, determine a seed cube and a local gradient threshold
in an initial boundary sub-image U0. Furthermore, by the
tracing rules and reconstruction technique in Section 3.3,
compute boundary surface patches in U0 and TU0

(i.e., the
infimum of gradient magnitudes of boundary surface
patches in U0), and mark seed cubes belonging to adjacent
sub-images of U0.

Fig. 16. Illustration of the changing trend of the triangle number of the
reconstructed F when a parameter (d or e or a or k or t) is gradually
changed. In (a)-(c), each curve shows how the triangle number of a
reconstructed boundary surface model ((a): BS1; (b): BS3; (c): BS6) is
changed when a parameter (d or e or a or k or t) is gradually changed
while other four parameters are fixed. Several sampling values of each
parameter are as follows separately: In (a)-(c): e� ðx1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6,
x7Þ ¼ ð180, 190, 200, 210, 220, 230, 240Þ; a� ðx1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6,
x7Þ ¼ ð0:175, 0:20, 0:225, 0:250, 0:275, 0:30, 0:325Þ; k� ðx1, x2, x3, x4, x5,
x6, x7Þ ¼ ð0:65, 0:70, 0:75, 0:80, 0:85, 0:90, 0:95Þ. In (c): d� ðx1, x2, x3,
x4, x5, x6, x7Þ ¼ ð20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50Þ; t � ðx1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6,
x7Þ ¼ ð0:45, 0:50, 0:55, 0:60, 0:65, 0:70, 0:75Þ. In (a)-(b): d� ðx1, x2, x3,
x4, x5, x6, x7Þ ¼ ð30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60Þ; t � ðx1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6,
x7Þ ¼ ð0:30, 0:40, 0:50, 0:60, 0:70, 0:80, 0:90Þ.
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Step 2. Trace boundary sub-images from six adjacent sub-
images of U0 based on whether or not a sub-image contains
at least one seed cube. Push all new boundary sub-images
into a stack (STACK-1) that is created to store boundary
sub-images.

Step 3. Perform the following operations (Step 3.1-Step
3.4) in the 3D image circularly until STACK-1 is empty:

Step 3.1. Pop up a boundary sub-image U from STACK-1
and compute GUðx; y; zÞ (i.e., the local gradient threshold in
U) by Equations (3)-(5). Create a new stack (STACK-2) to
store edge-cubes. Push the seed cubes of U into STACK-2.

Step 3.2. Perform the following operations (Step 3.2.1-
Step 3.2.4) in U circularly until STACK-2 is empty.

Step 3.2.1. Pop up an edge-cube G from STACK-2.
Step 3.2.2. Detect the edges and faces intersected by F

from G by Equations (6)-(7).
Step 3.2.3. Trace edge-cubes from the six neighborhood of

G. Each cube that shares an intersected face with G is
marked as a new edge-cube.

Step 3.2.4. Treat new edge-cubes by the tracing rules in
Section 3.3.1, respectively. If a new edge-cube has at most
two edges satisfying Equations (6) and (7), then skip it. If a
new edge-cube belongs to V2 and is in U , then mark it. If a
new edge-cube belongs to V1 but is in an adjacent sub-
image of U , then mark it as a seed cube. If a new edge-cube
belongs to V1 and is in U , then compute boundary surface
patch in it and push it into STACK-2.

Step 3.3. Compute boundary surface patches from those
edge-cubes that are in U and belong to V2 by the technique
in Section 3.3.2. Then boundary surface patches of F are
reconstructed from U . Compute TU by Equation (8).

Step 3.4. Trace boundary sub-images from the six neigh-
borhood of U based on whether or not a sub-image contains
at least one seed cube. Push all new boundary sub-images
into STACK-1.
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